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Dear colleagues,
The editorial board hopes you all are doing well in these challenging times.
In this issue we start off In the middle of (K)nowhere, where Medicine, Science,
and Discovery come Together. Kuopio, in the East of Finland and the home
of Kaarniranta lab, is far from the largest city in the Nordic region, but it
has made a substantial impact on European ophthalmology. Professor Kai
Kaarniranta has received several prestigious scientific awards and authored
more than 300 peer reviewed papers. With such a large number of articles
and no further information about the professor, an age close to 100 years
would be expected. Yet Kaarniranta is far from becoming a centenarian.
In the next article, Professor Kai Kaarniranta, we get a notion of the
middle-aged man behind these extraordinary achievements. Oftalmolog
congratulates him on both becoming President of the European Association
for Vision and Eye Research (2019 - 2020) and being appointed Editor-inChief of ACTA Ophthalmologica.
Professor Neil Lagali has published extensively on in vivo confocal microscopy over the past years. In this issue, he shares some of his knowledge and
clinical pearls in the article Acanthamoeba keratitis – use of in vivo confocal
microscopy in clinical examination and diagnosis. Lagali tells us how to
recognize acanthamoeba, but how do we recognize Mona Lisa? Atle Østern
gives us the answer in his article, with solely self-made illustrations.
We are especially grateful to receive manuscripts with co-authors from
several Nordic countries. In Scandinavian perspectives on ensuring medical
retina care in the time of COVID-19 some of the brightest retinal specialists in
the region share their best advice.
This year, the Swedish Association of the Visually Impaired bestowed
the Eye Care Award for significant contributions to Associate Professor
Inger Berndtsson and Professor Neil Lagali. In Norway, Olav Kristianslund
received the Early Career Award for excellent research. Congratulations to
all! Finally, Oftalmolog would like to congratulate Iben Bach Damgaard,
Stage Vergmann, Ragnhild Wivestad Jansson and Nils Eide for their excellent
dissertations.
Leif Hynnekleiv has established the Association of Young Ophthalmologists of Norway. In the final paper you will receive the latest news from these
young ophthalmologists.
In 2021, there will be three Oftalmolog Best Nordic Paper Awards (in total,
NOK 125,000). Do not miss out on these opportunities to pay off debt, buy a
motor bike, or do something else. A single page may be sufficient to get an
award if the text, images, and illustrations are brilliant. In Oftalmolog, it is
the quality, not the length of the article, that matters.
On behalf of the editors, I wish all our readers a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.
Tor Paaske Utheim
Editor-in-Chief
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Kai Kaarniranta lab, Department of Ophthalmology Kuopio University Hospital/University of Eastern Finland.

In the Middle
of (K)nowhere
where Medicine, Science,
and Discovery come Together
It is remarkable how AMD therapy went
from being a field with poor prognoses
to a field where we have relative
success and safety thanks to deep
translational research around the world.
Kai Kaarniranta
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Age-related macular degeneration
(AMD) is a complex eye disease
with a multifactorial background.
In addition to a strong genetic
component, cardiovascular diseases
and environmental risk factors such
as smoking and unhealthy diet are
associated with AMD pathology. Since
increased accumulation of lipofuscin

Autophagy as a therapy target in age-related macular degeneration
The Nobel Assembly at Karolinska Institute awarded the 2016 Prize in Physiology or Medicine to the cell biologist Yoshinori
Ohsumi for his early identification and characterization of the autophagy machinery, in particular, AuTophaGy-related (Atg)
genes, in yeast (Tsukada & Ohsumi, 1993). Since early 90s our understanding of autophagy has expanded considerably,
on both mechanistic and pathophysiological grounds of the mechanisms in the maintenance of cellular balance and the
disposal of unwanted material by autophagy. Reduced autophagic clearance in RPE has been proposed to be linked with
the development and progression of AMD (Kaarniranta et al., 2020). This manifests as impaired cargo transport, disturbed
waste clearance, and increased accumulation of lipofuscin that all increase oxidative stress in RPE. Degeneration of RPE
cells is one of the most important clinical hallmarks of AMD. However, the lack of good in vitro and in vivo models has
hindered the full understanding of the molecular mechanisms behind AMD pathogenesis. By using physiologically relevant
animal models that develop RPE degeneration and protein aggregation we aim to understand cross-talk between genetic,
environmental risk factors and molecular mechanisms behind AMD. In doing so, we aim to provide new tools for better
AMD diagnostics and risk-based personalized prevention strategies for the healthcare system as well as for the benefit of
individual patients.
Our major projects are shown on the left side of the illustration: 1) Investigation of the role of autophagy in the novel
AMD iPSC RPE cell models, derived from our well-characterized human clinical cohort. 2) Study and comparison of the
regulation of heterophagy and autophagy in human iPSC RPE cells and the primary RPE cells derived from Nrf2/PGC1
double knockout mice. 3) Determination of the clinical parameters and autophagy function in Nrf2 and PGC1 single and
double knockout mice.
We aim to provide information that has wide scientific impact and will help scientists to improve technologies for studying
not only AMD but also other neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer´s disease. This research strategy is ambitious
and would not be possible without multidisciplinary and multinational expertise, which combines modern cell and
molecular biology, patient material and top ophthalmology clinic.
Abbreviations: AMD = age-related macular degeneration, RPE = retinal pigment epithelium, iPSC = induced pluripotent
stem cells, Nrf2 = nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2, PGC-1 = peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma
coactivator 1.
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and drusen at the cellular level are key
factors in AMD, Kaarniranta’s team
studies the molecular mechanisms of
the formation and clearance of those
detrimental components.

Prof. Kaarniranta and his team focus on

Missions
and Goals

Search for novel AMD autophagy mechanisms and add

the regulatory pathways of protein
aggregation, as well as proteasomal
and autophagy clearance in the retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE) cells in AMD
patients and models. They also aim
to understand oxidative stress in the
retina: the molecular mechanisms of its
origin, its triggers, its effects, and what
signaling pathways it encompasses.

scientific concepts for personalized medicine.

Kaarniranta’s team's main clinical

Robust experiments to identify new drug targets to

focus is AMD. More widely, they have an
interest in evidence-based translational
ophthalmology. He and his team have
repeatedly been granted sizeable
research funds, which shows that their
hard work has not gone unnoticed. The
number of peer reviewed publications
professor Kaarniranta has been part of
exceeds 300, with more than 25 000
citations.

to the existing knowledge.

Model normal and diseased states to elucidate basic
Apply state of the art translational science for the
advancement of AMD research.

inhibit AMD development and progression.

Train the next generation of scientists and physicians
through involvement in mentoring of graduates and
residents.

Kaarniranta's worldwide network of top-notch researchers

The team is also very keen to
know more about the role of energy
metabolism and autophagy and theirs
interactions with cellular degeneration,
as they have become increasingly
important topics in AMD.
Kaarniranta emphasizes that "to
develop personalized AMD care is the
billion-dollar question in AMD research
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for scientists around the globe today. We
are super excited to find new methods
in translational science that may
significantly reduce AMD treatment
burden. We believe that human data and
cell cultures together with new animal
models, which mimic features of human
dry AMD, could potentially be useful
for high-throughput personalized drug

screening to find molecules that slow or
prevent the development of the more
severe forms of AMD."
Kaarniranta`s AMD laboratory is
one of the main research arms of the
Department of Ophthalmology at the
University of Eastern Finland (UEF). The
AMD team is comprised of scientists

Professor Kaarniranta, his
researchers and staff, as well as
their top-notch collaborators
around the globe, are all united
by shared commitment to new
scientific discovery related to
AMD.
They seek to uncover and answer
key questions in basic and
preclinical research, allowing
them to find novel therapies and
cures for AMD.
Their vision is to connect talented
young scientists with world-class
leaders in AMD research and
thereby promote discoveries that
impact AMD care for the benefit
of all.

representing distinct basic science and
clinical disciplines.
Their research combines modern,
multi-disciplinary approaches,
including molecular, cellular,
biochemical, genomic, and in vitro and
in vivo imaging techniques. The AMD
team also provides integrated training
to numerous undergraduate, graduate,
and postdoctoral students within a
collaborative and interdisciplinary
training environment.
The team has a special advantage
in being able to design, construct, and
apply its research results at a preclinical
level (translational research).
n

Every manuscript is celebrated appropriately

Major projects:
 Studying of induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSC) using RPE cells
from severe AMD patients.
 Determination of the clinical
parameters and clearance
mechanisms in Nrf2 and PGC1 single
and double knockout mice.

The Home of Kaarniranta’s Lab.
The Canthia building of the University of Eastern Finland (www.uef.fi). For
more on Kai Kaarniranta’s research and his AMD research group, please go to
https://uefconnect.uef.fi/en/group/kaarniranta-amd-lab/
https://www.kaarnirantalab.fi

 Role of genetic and epigenetic
markers focused on energy
metabolism and autophagy from
cell culture models to patients.
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Szabolcs Felszeghy

Mikko Liukkonen

Tor Paaske Utheim

Professor
Kai Kaarniranta
Appointed New Chief Editor
of Acta Ophthalmologica
SZABOLCS FELSZEGHY, INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICINE AND INSTITUTE OF DENTISTRY/UNIVERSITY OF EASTERN FINLAND, FINLAND
MIKKO LIUKKONEN, DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, KUOPIO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL/UNIVERSITY OF EASTERN FINLAND, FINLAND
TOR PAASKE UTHEIM, DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, OSLO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, NORWAY

Shortly after being elected President of the European Association for Vision and
Eye Research (EVER) 2019-2020, Kaarniranta was appointed editor-in-chief
of Acta Ophthalmologica. Kaarniranta is professor of ophthalmology and chief
physician at the University of Eastern Finland (UEF) and Kuopio University
Hospital. Recently, he was nominated to become a member of the Finnish
Academy of Science and Letters. He also serves as the Vice Head of the
Institute of Clinical Medicine at UEF.
Oftalmolog talked with Kaarniranta about his academic year and personal life.
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In 2020 you became the editorin-chief of Acta Ophthalmologica.
What were some of the most
memorable milestones leading up
to being offered this post?
Being selected to the Acta
Ophthalmologica Board of Directors
many years ago was one of my first
milestones. Of course, long-term
work over 15 years at EVER; presenting
posters, giving talks, organizing special
interest symposiums and being section
chair of the Anatomy Cell Biology
section from 2014 to 2019 and after
that EVER president are among those
milestones. My period as co-editor in
Acta Ophthalmologica was also very
important before taking on the chief
editor post. I feel that the collaboration
of Acta Ophthalmologica and EVER is
very important to develop European
and world-wide ophthalmology. The
long-standing Acta Ophthalmologica
editor-in chief Einar Stefansson and
previous EVER board members have
done splendid work for that.

What are the biggest
opportunities for EVER over
the next year leaving COVID-19
behind?
After the first wave of COVID-19, we
had to establish a new strategy. We
did a lot of work to reorganize EVER
2020 and postpone a face-to-face
congress. We are keen to see the
activity of young ophthalmologists
and their development at EVER, which
provides unique translational aspects
in ophthalmology. To this end, industry
partners also play a key role. I feel that
people are looking forward to attending
the next EVER meeting.

Everything
Nordic: Acta
Ophthalmologica
and the first ever
Finnish Chief Editor
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Forever EVER

What do you believe will be
some of the biggest challenges?
The increasing pace of work in eye
clinics presents challenges to allocate
time for science. Finding ways to engage
the young and talented members in
all the aspects of EVER society and
encouraging them to make EVER their
professional home is of paramount
importance. Therefore, I am committed
to continuing to speak for EVER and
the importance of science to develop
ophthalmology in all fields. It is a
tremendous responsibility.

Kuopio, in
the middle
of nowhere.
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Your wife and children play
important roles in your life.
What would you say are their
best pieces of advice?
My wife Sari’s best advice has not
necessarily been in words, but she has
showed me how to live, be humble, to
take care of the family, and to treat
everyone with respect, regardless of
their position. The children´s smiles and
willingness to spend family life together
are the best ways to forget daily work.
It is thanks to them that I can continue
with my work after 25 years of hard
scientific labor. Having their continuous
support keeps me going.

You are a sports fan, hitting the
1000 km milestone in crosscountry skiing every year. Do you
have any sports analogy advice
for new EVER members and
authors sending their valuable
work to Acta Ophthalmologica?
Well, Acta Ophthalmologica is a top
journal. Well-planned and long-lasting
continuous work will one day give you
a prize. Collaboration and open minds
are key factors in our development and
for the development of ophthalmology.
Stay active.
n

Lenticule implantation
and intrastromal lenticule
rotation for treatment of
hyperopia and high mixed
astigmatism
On September 6, 2019, Iben Bach Damgaard defended her thesis
“Femtosecond laser surgery and tissue implantation for treatment of
corneal refractive errors” for the degree of PhD at the Department of
Clinical Medicine, Faculty of Health, Aarhus University, Denmark. The
PhD project was carried out at the department of Ophthalmology,
Aarhus University Hospital, with Professor Jesper Hjortdal as main
supervisor and Anders Ivarsen as co-supervisor.
Small incision lenticule extraction
(SMILE) has become a well-established
laser refractive procedure for correction
of myopia and myopic astigmatism.
In SMILE, an intrastromal lenticule
is cut using a femtosecond laser and
subsequently extracted through a
minor corneal incision. Currently, only
limited laser refractive procedures are
available for management of hyperopia
and high mixed astigmatism.
Femtosecond laser technology offers
new interesting possibilities for creating
customized lenticules for tissue additive
surgery and for stromal remodulation.
This PhD project aimed to evaluate the
feasibility of two new surgical laser
refractive procedures; SMILE-derived
lenticule implantation for correction of
hyperopia and intrastromal lenticule
rotation (ISLR) for correction of high
mixed astigmatism. The surgical
procedures were evaluated in a
laboratory setting using human donor
corneas deemed unsuitable for patient
treatment.
Our studies provided a deeper
insight into corneal curvature
alterations following implantation of
SMILE-derived lenticules. Lenticule
implantation induced hyperopic

corrections were generally less
powerful than the SMILE-derived
lenticule, especially in higher hyperopic
corrections. A large proportion of the
curvature change occurred in the
posterior corneal surface, while the
intended effect was lost due to the
similar refractive indices of the cornea
and aqueous humour.
Intrastromal lenticule rotation (90
degrees) of sphero-cylindrical lenticules
showed promising results for correction
of up to 10 dioptres of astigmatism,
although a minor myopic shift was
observed after the procedure. The

Iben Bach Damgaard

technique does not require removal
of stromal tissue, which theoretically
reduces the risk of postoperative
keratectasia. ISLR may be a useful
alternative to arcuate keratotomy or
re-transplantation in patients with
post-keratoplasty astigmatism and
clear grafts. However, clinical trials are
needed as the refractive outcome in
post-keratoplasty eyes may differ from
that of healthy eyes due to the wound
healing response in the graft-host
interface. Also, epithelial remodelling
and time until refractive stabilization
should be evaluated in future studies.
 Intrastromal lenticule implantation
for hyperopia is feasible, but with
limited effect in high hyperopic
corrections.
 Intrastromal lenticule rotation
(ISLR) showed promising results
with correction of up to 10 D of
astigmatism.
 A minor myopic shift was observed
following ISLR.
 Future clinical studies are needed to
evaluate the stromal and epithelial
remodeling after ISLR.
n

Preoperative flat meridian
Tissue removal

Tissue removal

Preoperative steep meridian
Tissue addition

Tissue addition

OCT images
following
Intrastromal
Lenticule
Rotation
(ISLR) for
high mixed
astigmatism
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Neil Lagali

Acanthamoeba keratitis
– use of in vivo confocal microscopy
in clinical examination and diagnosis
NEIL LAGALI, PROFESSOR OF EXPERIMENTAL OPHTHALMOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF BIOMEDICAL AND CLINICAL SCIENCES, LINKÖPING UNIVERSITY
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penetration of contact lenses in the
Scandinavian countries in particular
(with almost 15% of adults in Sweden
wearing contact lenses [5]), AK, once
considered a rare entity, is becoming
more common. A search on PubMed

for scientific articles using the term
‘Acanthamoeba keratitis’ in early
November 2020 yielded 1893 results
and a clear increase in publications over
time (Figure 1).
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Acanthamoeba, originating from the
Greek word acanth, meaning ‘spikes’
and amoeba, refers to a genus of
free-living single-celled amoebae
that possess spine-like structures
(known as acanthopodia) on their
surface. Acanthamoeba are ubiquitous
organisms found in the air, soil,
drinking water, tap water, swimming
pools, and in both saltwater and
freshwater environments [1]. The
Acanthamoeba genus comprises
about 20 different species including
the species most prevalent in the
environment and most commonly
found to infect the cornea, A. castellanii
(genotype T4), although several other
Acanthamoeba species have also been
documented to infect the cornea [2].
Corneal infection by Acanthamoeba
can lead to the clinical entity
Acanthamoeba keratitis, or AK. Contact
lens wear-related infection is the most
frequent etiology of AK, accounting
for up to 90% of all cases [3, 4]. Given
the growth in popularity of contact
lens wear in recent years and the high

Year
Figure 1. The distribution of published scientific articles over time, listed in PubMed as of November
2020 with the words ‘Acanthamoeba keratitis’ as the search terms. Image by Neil Lagali.

Figure 2. Stages in the Acanthamoeba life cycle.
The trophozoite form is the active form which
proliferates by cell division. When conditions in
the microenvironment are no longer favorable
for the trophozoite, it transforms into a circular
cyst form, first passing through the pre-cyst
stage where a single wall is present, and later
forming a mature cyst with a tough, double-wall
that protects the Acanthamoeba from the
harsh microenvironment. This process is
called encystation. When conditions are again
favorable, the Acanthamoeba transforms back
into a trophozoite and extracts itself from the
cyst, a process called excystation. Illustration by
Sara T. Nøland.

Accordingly, the number of
suspected AK cases presenting in
clinics is rising. AK infection begins
with attachment of Acanthamoeba to
the corneal epithelium in its active,
trophozoite form, followed by secretion
of proteinases by the Acanthamoeba.
These proteinases have cytotoxic effects
on the corneal epithelial cells and allow
the amoebae to degrade the epithelium,
penetrate Bowman’s layer and proceed
deeper into the stroma, where their
cytotoxic factors can then kill the
keratocytes and eventually the corneal
endothelial cells [6]. Trophozoites also
tend to cluster around corneal nerves,
producing radial keratoneuritis which
is likely related to the severe pain
often reported by AK patients, and is
also related to a deficit of nerves in
the AK-infected cornea, due to direct
trophozoite-induced nerve apoptosis [6].
This nerve deficit can, in turn, hinder
epithelial healing and accelerate stromal
ulceration.
The trophozoite form has
characteristic spine-like pseudopodia
and an irregularly -shaped cell body,
and it is this form of Acanthamoeba
that proliferates by cell division.

As long as the Acanthamoeba has
an adequate food supply and is
within an environment with neutral
pH, appropriate temperature and
osmolarity, it is maintained in the
trophozoite state [1]. Harsh conditions,
however, such as lack of food, hyper/
hypo-osmolarity, the presence of
pharmaceutical agents or more
extreme pH or temperatures, cause the
trophozoite to transform into a cyst
form. This transformation first occurs
as the trophozoite expels excess food,
water, and particles and condenses
itself into a compact, rounded structure
called the pre-cyst form. This pre-cyst
then matures into a double-walled cyst.
The outer wall is a shell that serves
to protect the Acanthamoeba so that
it can survive hostile environmental
conditions, including the presence
of topical medications. The cyst can
survive for up to years in this dormant,
non-dividing state; however, once
environmental conditions are again
favorable, the trophozoite emerges from
the cyst, to actively reproduce, leaving
the outer shell behind. This life cycle is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Although the gold standard method
for AK diagnosis is by microbiological
culture of a corneal sample obtained
by swab/scraping or small biopsy, there
are major limitations to this technique.
First, sampling of the correct material
is critical. As Acanthamoebae penetrate
the epithelium, superficial samples
have a high probability of yielding
a negative result, especially in later,
more advanced stages of infection [2].
Secondly, only a limited area of the
cornea is biopsied or sampled, and the
sample may not contain the parasite,
again leading to a false negative
result. Even if a true positive result is
confirmed by microbiological culture,
the confirmation can take one week
to recieive, during which time the
parasite can become more invasive
and established in the cornea. Newer
and more sensitive methods such as
real-time polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) can detect the species by genotype
in a rapid manner; however, PCR is
again dependent on the presence of the
Acanthamoeba in the sample. It is also
important to keep in mind that some
substances such as fluorescein and
topical anesthetics (e.g., oxybuprocaine),
are potent inhibitors of PCR, and thus
contamination of samples with these
substances can lead to false negative
PCR results [7].

Confocal microscopy, a powerful tool in
the ophthalmologist’s arsenal
A complimentary approach to culture
or PCR methods is the use of direct in
vivo confocal microscopy (IVCM) for
examination of patients with suspected
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AK. Although not yet considered
sufficient by itself as a stand-alone
diagnostic method, IVCM has in
practice demonstrated its utility for
real-time detection of Acanthamoeba
trophozoites and cysts, to enable
rapid AK diagnosis and initiation of
treatment [8-11]. As such, IVCM can be
considered as a confirmatory technique
in cases of suspected AK based on the
clinical history and symptoms, or in
cases where a false negative result
from PCR or culture methods may be
suspected based on a continued clinical
progression and/or non-responsiveness
to treatments. Additionally, IVCM

Figure 3. Recommended
integration of IVCM in
clinical examination
and follow-up of
keratitis cases of
unknown etiology. At
the initial visit (upper
panel), slit lamp
examination should be
complemented with
IVCM and patient sample
acquisition for culture
and PCR. Conservative
or targeted treatment
(the latter in the case
of definite positive
evidence by IVCM) can
then be initiated. At
subsequent follow-up
visits (lower panel),
slit lamp examination
to assess the status of
the eye should again
be complemented with
microbiology and PCR
results (if available)
and IVCM examination
to detect and/or track
the progression or
regression of infection
and associated tissue
damage, inflammation,
and healing. Illustrations
by Sara T. Nøland.
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examination can be used to rule out
AK, but ideally only after repeated
examinations and only definitively in
combination with negative clinical and
microbiological evidence.
A major advantage of IVCM is
that in a subset of cases where AK is
suspected, clear and unambiguous
microscopic images of Acanthamoeba
trophozoites and/or cysts can result
in a rapid positive diagnosis. In many
clinics with IVCM, these early positive
findings are sufficient to initiate
specific treatment for AK, while waiting
for further confirmation by culture or
PCR methods. This course of action is

based on the rationale that time is of
the essence in treating AK, to prevent
further proliferation and progression
of Acanthamoeba, particularly in its
transformation to the dormant and
often treatment-resistant double-walled
cyst form. Even a mild, superficial
infection can rapidly progress to a
deeper infection and a treatmentresistant state. For these reasons, it is
recommended that all cases of keratitis,
particularly in early stages should be
considered as possible cases of AK [12],
and these should be indicated for a first
IVCM examination (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Recommended IVCM scanning procedure in keratitis cases with corneal defects or lesions. Starting at the area of the
epithelial lesion in the most superficial corneal layer, the microscope objective lens is moved in a spiral pattern outwards, to
examine the area surrounding the lesion. The pattern is subsequently repeated for successively deeper planes of focus in the
epithelium and corneal stroma. Illustration by Sara T. Nøland.

There are, however, several
limitations regarding the use of IVCM
in practice. It has been shown that the
utility of IVCM for diagnosis of AK is
dependent on the experience of the
examiner [8, 13] and upon the quality
of interpretation of the images. In
addition, the manner in which the
IVCM examination is performed, and
the timing and frequency of IVCM
examinations can also be critical.
Because no diagnostic method for
AK is 100% sensitive and specific, a
first IVCM examination in a case of
suspected AK may not yield a positive
identification of trophozoites or cysts. In
this case, repeated IVCM examinations
are recommended at subsequent visits
(Figure 3). In our clinic, patients with an
acute keratitis can visit the clinic several
times in the early stages of treatment,
and until a definitive diagnosis can be
confirmed, several IVCM examinations
are performed. This is partly because a
single IVCM examination may not yield
enough images of a broad area of the
cornea to be able to detect distinctive
features, and/or the examination may
not capture the appropriate depth of
the tissue where the Acanthamoeba is
present. Another aspect to consider is

that the cysts may be present, but these
could be masked by inflammation,
fibrosis, or edema, and therefore
rendered invisible or indistinguishable
in IVCM images.

Protocol for in vivo confocal microscopy
A typical recommended protocol
for IVCM in a keratitis case with
epithelial lesion or ulcerated region
is indicated in Figure 4. Here, it is
important to perform a thorough
slit lamp examination to determine
the presence and extent of epithelial
lesions, which are typically the areas
where Acanthamoeba cysts reside and
can be detected. Slit lamp examination
thus provides input to guide the initial
IVCM examination. Starting within the
epithelial region, the cornea is scanned
superficially in a spiral pattern by
manual movement of the microscope
objective lens. Once the superficial
epithelium has been imaged, the scan
should be repeated for the deeper
epithelial wing and basal cell layers, and
finally through the corneal stroma. The
region encircling the lesion is typically
the area with the highest probability for
detection of Acanthamoeba cysts and/
or trophozoites. Often the patient has

ocular discomfort, photophobia or pain,
and cannot stabilize the eye sufficiently
for a long period. For this reason, it is
critical that the IVCM examination is
conducted relatively quickly, such that
discomfort and pain are minimized.
Under these conditions, an examination
may last for up to 5 minutes. It is
possible, however, to divide the
examination into several shorter
duration segments, giving the patient
a chance to rest and adapt to ambient
light conditions between successive
IVCM scans.
If conservative treatment is
initiated due to the initial absence of
characteristic features of AK, the IVCM
examination in subsequent visits can
be used, along with clinical evidence, to
confirm and/or prolong the conservative strategy. Alternatively, if convincing
evidence of AK is detected by IVCM
examination in a subsequent visit and/
or from microbiological results, this
may lead to a change in treatment
strategy. On the other hand, if AK is
diagnosed and treated aggressively,
subsequent follow-up visits to assess the
clinical status should be combined with
IVCM examination to determine the
effect of the treatment on the presence,
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Figure 5. Typical morphology of Acanthamoeba cysts detected by IVCM, indicating the typical form and
reflectivity of features. Note that there can be considerable variability in the appearance and size of the
mature cyst form. Illustrations by Sara T. Nøland.

density, and morphology of trophozoite
or cyst features in the cornea. Cases can
differ dramatically in the response to
treatment, and it is therefore useful to
assess the morphological status of the
cornea when considering a change or
continuation of treatment. Cases where
AK has been successfully resolved are
consistent with an IVCM examination
where no cyst features are observed and
where the epithelium has regenerated
and is intact with the epithelial cell mosaic clearly visible [14]. Resolved cases,
however, often reveal a deficit of corneal
subbasal nerves (those residing in a
dense plexus just below the epithelium)
and a deficit of stromal keratocytes in
the affected stromal regions.

Features of Acanthamoeba keratitis as
detected by in vivo confocal microscopy
The key feature of AK most often
detected by IVCM examination is the
pre-cyst or cyst form of Acanthamoeba
(Figure 5). In an early stage of the
Acanthamoeba life cycle, often the
pre-cysts or cysts lacking a clear doublewall are observed by IVCM. These
features are typically highly reflective,
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corresponding to bright, white circular
features in IVCM images [15]. Careful
examination of these features can
reveal the spike-like protrusions on
the cyst surface. In a subset of cases,
the cysts or pre-cysts can aggregate in
linear ‘chains’ or ‘cluster’ forms, and
this finding gives a high confidence of
positive IVCM detection of AK [12].
Other important characteristics are
the ‘dead space’ between the cysts, namely a dark region devoid of reflective
features around the cysts, such that the
cysts do not densely occupy an entire
region of the IVCM image, but are typically separated by linear distances of up
to several hundred micrometers. Overall
cyst density, however, can vary from less
than one cyst per image, to very many
cysts in a single image. Likewise, the
size of the cysts can vary, although the
cysts without a double wall tend to be
quite uniform in size, about 10-25 µm in
diameter, as pictured (Figure 6).
The more mature, double-walled
cyst form can have a varying size and
appearance, that can partially depend
upon depth of focus [15] in the image
(Figure 7). In such cases, the cyst can

Figure 6. IVCM images
representing positive detection
of AK. (A) Trophozoites appear
oval or amoeboid in shape and
are diffusely, non-uniformly
reflective. (B) Pre-cyst or cyst
forms often appear uniform in
size, are circular, and uniformly
highly reflective, sometimes
visible in chain formations. (C)
The mature, double-walled cyst
form can have varying size and
appearance, with thin or thick
walls and a brightly reflective
center. (D) Image indicating a
cyst and trophozoite present in
an epithelial cell layer where
epithelial cells are closely
packed and have small, bright
nuclei, not to be confused with
cysts. (E) The ‘target sign’
cysts, with thick dark wall and
bright central region, present
in the epithelial wing cell layer
with the cellular mosaic clearly
apparent. (F) Large diffusely
reflective and oval-shaped
trophozoites. All images, 400 x
400 µm, provided by Neil Lagali.

Figure 7. A depth-series of
IVCM images depicting the
same Acanthamoeba cyst,
but at different depth layers,
from superficial (A) to deep
(F). The cyst is a large, mature
double-walled Acanthamoeba
about 50 µm in diameter, that
only clearly exhibits a double
wall when the plane of focus
is in the equatorial region.
More anterior or posterior to
this, the cyst appears more
uniformly reflective. In the
deepest image (F), the spikes
or ‘acanthopodia’ are visible
on the outer surface of the
cyst. All images, 400 x 400 µm,
provided by Neil Lagali.
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include leukocytes of varying size
and reflectivity, and epithelial cells of
varying size, shape and reflectivity,
where nuclei are often clearly
visible. With practice, it is possible to
distinguish cysts and trophozoites from
general inflammation; however, in some
cases this distinction is difficult, and
thus repeated IVCM examinations are
desirable.

Recommendations and conclusions

Figure 8. IVCM images exhibiting confounding morphologic characteristics that should not be
mistaken for a positive Acanthamoeba finding. (A) Infiltration of neutrophil granulocytes in the early
phase of inflammation. Note the presence of an intact background layer of basal epithelial cells. (B)
Small epithelial cells and leukocytes observed in general inflammation. A mosaic of epithelial cells
is present in the background. (C) Superficial squamous epithelial cells with polygonal shape and
prominent nucleus. (D) General epithelial inflammation with largely intact wing cell layer. All images,
400 x 400 µm, provided by Neil Lagali.

be relatively small without a visible
double wall (that appears as a ring or
halo formation), or the cyst may appear
very large with a clear, thick double
wall. Another type of cyst morphology
has also been recently identified, and
consists of a thick, dark walled cyst with
a bright center, that is embedded within
an epithelial mosaic, known as the ‘target sign’ (Figure 6) [12]. It is important
to remember, however, that although
these double-walled features are often
a telltale sign of AK, they are not necessarily always present in AK cases, and
their morphologic features can depend
on the stage of infection, depth in the
tissue, microscopic focal plane, microenvironmental conditions, and the specific
species/genotype of the organism.
More research is needed in determining
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genotype-phenotype correlations of the
various Acanthamoeba species, which
may enable an improved reliability of
IVCM detection of AK in the future.

Inflammation – a potential confounder
In many cases, inflammation
accompanies the infection and is a
confounding factor in detecting the
presence of small trophozoites or
cysts in the epithelium or corneal
stroma. Early corneal inflammation
is often accompanied by invasion
of neutrophil granulocytes, which
have a characteristic appearance,
size, and configuration [16], with
typically large numbers invading the
cornea (Figure 8). These should not be
mistaken as cysts in chain or cluster
forms. Other potential confounders

The incidence of AK is on the rise in
the Nordic countries, and this may be
due to the increasing popularity and
prevalence contact lens wear. IVCM
should be considered as an important
tool in the ophthalmologist’s arsenal, to
complement or supplement a tentative
diagnosis or to provide confirmatory
evidence of AK. Because IVCM is not
limited to detection of AK but can
also be used to distinguish fungal and
certain types of bacterial keratitis, it
is a valuable tool to have in the clinic,
and ideally all cases of keratitis should
be examined with IVCM early in their
clinical course. IVCM is presently underutilized in the Nordic countries, with
only a few clinics having the microscope
and trained operators. Utilizing IVCM in
clinical practice represents an economic
investment and a commitment of
time and personnel; however, the
potential benefits in terms of savings
of ophthalmologist time and patient
visits, along with the ability to apply
image-guided treatment and follow-up,
can directly translate into improved
clinical outcomes and better quality
of life and patient satisfaction. These
benefits can more than compensate for
the investment in resources required,
particularly for clinics with significant
numbers of keratitis patients.
Neil Lagali performs clinical confocal
microscopy of the cornea at the Eye
Clinic, Linköping University Hospital, in
Linköping, Sweden.
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Micrometastasis in uveal
melanoma – relevance
for dormancy
On August 17, 2020, Senior Consultant Nils Eide defended his thesis
“Micrometastasis in uveal melanoma – relevance for dormancy” for
the degree of Dr. Philos at the Institute of Clinical Medicine, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Oslo. 328 patients with uveal melanoma were
included in his studies.
His main hypothesis was as follows:
Identification of micrometases in
the bone marrow at the time of
the diagnosis of uveal melanoma
predicts worse prognosis than not

having identified any micrometases.
Surprisingly, Nils Eide's thesis did not
find association, but the opposite
that identification of micrometases
in the bone marrow at the time of the

Nils Eide

diagnosis of uveal melanoma predicts
improved prognosis compared to not
having any identifiable micrometases.
Of note, all the samples from the bone
marrow were investigated using the
antibody 9.2.27, which is associated
with melanoma, but not specific
for melanoma. The sensitivity and
specificity, however, are high.
n

Evaluation Criteria
for Article Prizes in 2021
1) How interesting the subject is to our readers
2) Quality of language, pictures, illustrations, and figures
Points 1) and 2) have equal weight.
There will be three article prizes in 2021. The main
prize (gold) is NOK 80,000, while silver and bronze
will be rewarded with NOK 30,000 and NOK 15,000,
respectively. All articles published in Oftalmolog in
2021 will be evaluated for these prizes, regardless of
subject. There are no guidelines attached to the prize
money and, thus, how it is spent is only limited by the

imagination. The editors hope that the article prizes will
contribute to high quality articles in Oftalmolog in 2021,
with authors that cover the entire age range in the field
of ophthalmology. We call for collaboration on writing,
where younger clinicians and researchers can draw on
the experience of more established eye doctors.
Editorial Board
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Ophthalmological clinics in Scandinavia vary in their
experience with managing the COVID-19 pandemic.
Herein, we present a summary of learning points to aid
clinical decision-making regarding COVID-19 following a
virtual meeting organized by Bayer AB on June 17, 2020.

Disinfection
and masks

A waiting room in times of Covid-19
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The coronavirus outbreak has hindered
the management of patients with retinal
diseases. In the initial months of the
pandemic, we estimate that 10–20% of
our patients were reluctant to attend
treatment because they recognized that
their advanced age and co-morbidities
would increase the lethality of
COVID-19. The consequence of delayed
intravitreal injections (IVI) is loss of

SARS-CoV-2. Illustration: Sara T. Nøland

regimens instead of a treat-and-extend
approach. Additionally, to achieve less
crowded facilities, some clinics are
offering IVI outside normal office hours.
By employing these measures, many
clinics have successfully managed their
IVI load.
Among patients with retinal vascular
diseases, neovascular age-related
macular degeneration and central
retinal vein occlusion are typically
prioritized, as the risk of vision loss
with these conditions is higher if left
untreated compared to patients with
diabetic macular edema and branch
retinal vein occlusion.

Suggestions for how to prepare for
another wave of COVID-19:
 Triage patients before they visit the
clinic
 PPE: stockpile supplies and establish
national guidelines for usage
 Install protective shields on slit lamps
 Reduce the number of patients in
waiting areas
 Standardize letters to patients,
optimize communication, utilize
virtual or telephone patient
counseling, and translate information
into the patient’s native language
 Post-pone non-urgent appointments
 Minimize the number of clinical
examinations (e.g., visual acuity
testing, optical coherence
Split lamp with shield








tomography, angiography, and
tonometry) unless critical to decisionmaking
Use fixed injection intervals for stable
clinical courses
Diabetic macular edema: post-pone
anti-vascular endothelial growth
factor therapy treatment for four
months unless associated with severe
non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy
or proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Retinal vein occlusion: prioritize
central retinal vein occlusion; postpone branch retinal vein occlusion for
three months
Optimize patient flow and consider
virtual patient consultations and
mobile injection units

Acknowledgments:
We thank Bayer AB for organizing and
financing the virtual meeting and for
supporting our medical writing.
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vision, and the extent of this problem
can only be evaluated once the patients
return for a follow-up.
Methods to minimize exposure
to COVID-19 among healthcare
personnel and patients include triage,
personal protective equipment (PPE), a
reduced number of patients, and social
distancing in waiting areas.
Some clinics inform patients in
writing about the benefits and risks
of continuing IVI treatment during
the pandemic, emphasizing the need
for preventive care. Alternative forms
of patient counseling, such as phone
calls and virtual meetings, are also
encouraged. There is no consensus
in Scandinavia on the use of PPE.
Although PPE practices differ, protective
plexiglass shields have been installed on
slit lamps throughout the region.
Furthermore, various measures have
been taken to rationalize IVI and reduce
the time patients spend in the clinic.
These include post-poning visual acuity
assessments, clinical examinations, and
imaging for patients with stable clinical
courses; scheduling IVI for the next six
months; and aiming for fixed treatment

The Swedish Association
of the Visually Impaired
bestows the 2020 Eye
Care Award for significant
contributions
In connection with World Sight Day on October 8, the Swedish Association
of the Visually Impaired presented the 2020 Eye Care Award to Associate
Professor Inger Berndtsson at the Department of Education and Special
Education, University of Gothenburg and to Professor Neil Lagali at the
Department of Biomedical and Clinical Sciences, Linköping University.

Vision Rehabilitation is Key
Inger Berndtsson has designed
theoretical foundations for
rehabilitation in the field of vision.
She has also developed several Master’s
education programs in collaboration
with the Department of Optometry,
Radiography and Lighting Design,
University of Southeast Norway.

Inger Berndtsson has
seriously deepened
our knowledge of the
consequences
of visual impairment
and identified
important factors for a
successful rehabilitation
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. . . said Håkan Thomsson, Chairman of
the Swedish Association of the Visually
Impaired, when he presented the award.
Berndtsson is pleased that this year’s
Eye Care Award draws attention to the
fact that vision is part of the special
education field. According to her, special
education, optometry, rehabilitation
and ophthalmology should be present
side by side in vision rehabilitation.
In her research, Berndtsson has
emphasized that rehabilitation efforts
must be based on the patient’s own
experiences. Rehabilitation can never be
the same for everyone who loses their
eyesight. She has also been a driving
force in attracting more young people
to further their education in the field of
vision rehabilitation.

Bringing a Rare Eye Disease into
the Spotlight

With competence,
commitment and
humility, Neil Lagali has
managed to focus on
rare eye diseases
. . . stated Håkan Thomsson when
presenting the Eye Care award to Neil
Lagali.
Neil Lagali is researching diseases of
the cornea at a basic level and clinically.
He is praised for having created the
conditions for visually impaired persons
with the eye disease aniridia to meet
others throughout Europe with the same diagnosis, and promoting a dialogue

Professor Neil Lagali and Associate Professor Inger Berndtsson are this year’s Eye Care Award winners.
Photo: Ulrik Svedin, Linköping University, and Sofia Andersson, Swedish Association of the Visually Impaired.

between those living with aniridia,
eye researchers and ophthalmologists.
Research involving the social challenges of visually impaired persons
and opportunities for an active life is
also a major focus within the European
network Neil Lagali is leading.
Neil Lagali meets many people with
aniridia, their families and children.
He finds the dialogue between patient
groups, clinical experts and researchers
very rewarding. Those who live with a
rare disease feel less isolated when they
meet others, and at the same time the
profession is inspired to collaborate on
the most challenging issues.

Acknowledgement:
Åsa Nilsson, Swedish Association
of the Visually Impaired
n

The Eye Care Award by the Swedish
Association of the Visually Impaired
 The Eye Care Award is an incentive award established in 1992.
 It is awarded to researchers and other professionals who have
made:
- significant contributions to Swedish eye care, rehabilitation and
habilitation
- demonstrated commitment and understanding for people
with visual impairment and their life situation.
 The jury includes members of the Swedish Association of the
Visually Impaired, the Swedish Ophthalmological Association, the
Swedish Opticians’ Association and Association for Rehabilitation
of Visually Impaired Sweden.
 The prize money of SEK 100,000 is shared by the two prize
winners.
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Effect and side effects of
individualized laser
treatment for proliferative
diabetic retinopathy

Panretinal laser treatment is the ‘gold
standard’ treatment of proliferative
diabetic retinopathy (PDR). PDR includes
the formation of new retinal vessels that
are fragile and at high risk of causing
hemorrhage within the eye and, in the
worst-case scenario, blindness. The
effect of treatment with laser was first
established in 1976 where it was shown
to decrease the risk of severe visual loss
in patients with PDR by 57%. However,
panretinal laser treatment is normally
applied as a ‘one-size-fits-all’ where
almost the entire retinal periphery is
treated, thus, causing side effects such
as loss of visual field and reduced night
vision. Therefore, we investigated if a
more individualized approach to laser
treatment could reduce the treatment
burden while being as efficient and
without causing the same degree of side
effects when compared to the standard
treatment of PDR. By using a navigated
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laser called Navilas, we
Conclusi
conducted a randomized
1. Indivi
diabetic
study at The Research Unit
option fo
of Ophthalmology, Odense
2. Navig
University Hospital,
visual f
Denmark, where half
extensiv
of the patients received
could be
standard laser treatment
while the other half
received individualized
Example
laser treatment. We then
This is
compared the effect of
individua
treatment, side effects
retinal h
(visual field and night
retinal v
vision), and retinal quality
evident.
of life (Danish validated
initiation
version of Visual Function
hereafte
Questionnaire-25) in the
be cover
two treatment groups six
Example of individualized treatment
months after the initial
This is an example of a case that received individualized laser
treatment located to only one retinal half (marked by black
treatment had started.
arrows) where new retinal vessels (marked by the red arrows)
We found that
were evident.
This tirsdag,
case only received
treatment
at the
initiation
Bildet
kommer
men bare
gjør alt
klart
før den tid slik
individualized laser
of the study and the disease regressed hereafter. Normally, the
Under
bildet
skal
det
stå:
treatment was as effective
entirety of the retina would be covered with laser spots.
as standard laser treatment
Stage Vergmann, Department of Surgery, Odense University
with comparable side
indicates that the individualized laser
effects and retinal quality of life. We
approach holds much promise as a
observed no declines in any of the
treatment option in early PDR.
investigated side effects. We also found
that individualized treatment was
especially efficient in patients with
less extensive disease. These results
Conclusions of the PhD study
provide interesting new information
1. Individualized laser treatment of
that suggests that a less extensive laser
proliferative diabetic retinopathy
treatment may be a viable treatment
may be a viable treatment option for
option for patients with early stages
patients with less extensive disease.
of PDR. Furthermore, navigated laser
2. Navigated laser provides no decline
was found not to cause any decline
in either visual field or night vision
in either visual fields, night vision,
regardless of the extensiveness of the
or retinal quality of life regardless of
treatment, thus suggesting this could
the approach. Collectively, our study
be the choice of laser for the future. n
Photo of Anna Stage Vergmann: Jens Wognsen

On September 4, 2020,
Stage Vergmann defended
her thesis: "The IndividuallyMarked PanrEtinal laser
phoTocoagUlation for
proliferative diabetic retinopathy
Study: IMPETUS 2018 –
TREAT" at Faculty of Health
Sciences, University of Southern
Denmark. Main supervisor:
Jakob Grauslund, Department
of Ophthalmology, Odense
University Hospital, Denmark.

Anna Stage Vergmann

Olav Kristianslund

Early Career Award
Olav Kristianslund is a
consultant at the Department
of Ophthalmology at
Oslo University Hospital.
He defended his thesis
in 2018 at the Faculty of
Medicine, University of Oslo.
Additionally, he holds a
Master's degree in Health
Economics.

Despite his young age, he has
demonstrated impressive achievements
in the field of intraocular lens
dislocation research. His scientific
papers have been published in highly
ranked journals in ophthalmology,
such as Ophthalmology. He is currently
supervising several PhD-students and is
a frequently invited speaker at national
and international meetings.
n

The Oslo University Hospital Early
Career Award for excellent research
has been awarded to promising
young research talents since 2013.
Only two scientists from Oslo
University Hospital, which has
more than 24,000 employees, are
annually selected by an international
committee for this most prestigious
award.

Photo of Olav Kristianslund: Marianne Råen

of NOK 150,000 to
Olav Kristianslund
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How you
recognize Mona Lisa
Atle Einar Østern

ATLE EINAR ØSTERN, CONSULTANT, DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, OSLO UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

The most famous piece of artwork in the world is probably "La Gioconda." For
centuries the enigmatic smile of a young woman, Lisa Gherardini, has inspired
and challenged countless artists, scientists, and other people. The portrait, also
called the "Mona Lisa," was painted by Leonardo da Vinci over several years
from 1503. It displays an ambiguous facial expression, which contributes to
making it compelling and intriguing. Her face is instantly recognizable.
This highlights a fundamental
tendency among humans: We are
drawn to facial images. That is how we
connect. Our ability to correctly assess
others` state of mind by observing
their faces is essential for us to
coexist socially and interact.
Humans are exceptionally
adept at distinguishing and
identifying people at a glance.
All this is done with such ease,
speed, and precision, that
we may underestimate the
stunning complexity. Newer
research suggests that face
recognition differs from all
other visual tasks. That begs
the question, how?
Representations of the
physical world, in the form of
retinal images of objects, are
transmitted in a topographic
order to the primary visual
area, V1 (area striata or area
17), in the occipital lobe
of the brain. From here,
neurons convey sorted
information to extrastriatal
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areas with specific tasks (Figure 1). For
instance, V2 identifies complex forms,
V3d orientation and direction, V3a
movement, V4d colour, MT/V5 direction

of motion, V7 symmetry perception,
and V8 colour aspects. Thus, single
features are decoded here (Carter
2014). Researches have found a small
sector in the inferior posterior occipital
cortex, the occipital face area (OFA),
which reacts selectively to facial details,
like the mouth and eyes. The OFA is
activated about 100 milliseconds after
light strikes the retina (Liu et al., 2009).
Within and from the occipital
cortex, visual stimuli go through two
parallel channels, the dorsal and ventral
pathways, although the division is not
absolute (Figure 2). The dorsal, superior
stream carries sensory information
to parietal, motoric areas. It is fast,
unconscious, and instructional about
how to interact with objects. Neurons
will identify the spatial or relative
localization of items, their motion,
and particular aspects of size and
shape (labeled as" where" and "how").
The ventral, lower stream, via the
temporal cortex, is relatively slow, but
more important for object recognition.
This pathway ensures that what the

Figure 2: Visual signals flow through the dorsal and ventral streams. They
fuse in the frontal lobes for conscious perception. Illustration: Atle Østern

person observes is given meaning (or
designated as "what").
Along the ventral pathway lies the
fusiform face area (FFA) on the surface
of the inferior temporal cortex, in
the fusiform gyrus (Figure 1). The
defragmented pieces of incoming visual
signals from the OFA reassemble here
as unified perceptions of faces (Zhang
et al., 2012). This face-specific center is
extremely efficient at separating even
tiny distinctions. The FFA is often more
extensive in the right hemisphere.
Accordingly, some studies suggest
that despite bilateral stimulation, the
right FFA is more active in emotional
situations, complex cases, and even
male subjects.
That processing in the FFA is holistic
is supported by several findings
(Murphy et al., 2017). For instance, a
facial image consisting of an aligned
top and bottom half from two persons
is perceived differently than viewing
each one separately (the composite
face illusion). Furthermore, we tend to
overlook inverted facial details (Figure
3).
How vital the FFA is for facial
recognition is on full display when it
is not working correctly. Patients can
experience a potentially devastating
impairment of facial recognition, even
of their own faces. The condition is
called prosopagnosia (face agnosia or

face blindness), which can follow brain
damage. However, a congenital form is
surprisingly common, affecting up to
2% of the population (Tsantani et al.,
2020). Many are not even aware of their
disorder. Daily life becomes a struggle.
To identify others, they will have to rely
instead on other strategies, for instance,
to memorize signs like clothes, gait, hair
colour, and voice.

Several other brain regions are
involved. When exploring your
reflection in a mirror, visual selfrecognition engages a distributed,
right-lateralized network in the frontal
and parietal lobes. Humans possess
this ability from the age of about 18
months. Only a few animal species have
passed this mirror test for conscious
self-awareness, like the great apes,
dolphins, killer whales, intelligent birds
like magpies, and remarkably even one
fish species (Kohda 2019).
In a crowd, some faces stand out
because they induce a feeling of
familiarity before we remember
names or biographic information. The
amygdala generates this response. It
is part of the brain's limbic system.
When the amygdala is blocked, even
friends and family members will
feel like strangers. A vital purpose of
the amygdala is to treat visual data
with emotional content. Our level
of social function depends on being
able to understand the intentions
and emotional states of other people
based on facial analysis, which then
shapes behavioral responses. Basic
facial expressions (anger, disgust,
fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise)
are distinct and more or less sensed

Figure 3: The face inversion effect. The fusiform face area is sensitive to objects in a
normal orientation. Hence, people often initially fail to identify parts of a face that have
been deliberately rotated, like the mouth and eyes in this image (turn it upside down).
Illustration: Atle Østern
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equally in every human,
although with some cultural
exceptions. The eye is literally
the window into the soul
since the pupillary light
response and eye motion
also reflect mental imagery
and emotions. Correct
visual identification of facial
movements and gaze direction
occurs as a preceding step
in the posterior superior
temporal sulcus (Srinivasan
et al., 2016). Secondly, the
amygdala reacts to emotional
articulations. Scientists
have recently identified
two kinds of neurons here
(Wang et al., 2017). One
type is located in the left
amygdala and deciphers in
a graded way the intensity
of a particular emotion.
The other right-lateralized
variant encodes perceived
ambiguity between emotions,
as to whether faces show
fear or happiness. A negative
expression generates a more
strongly reaction compared to
a positive one. These neurons
are involved in decision
making and may cause
misunderstandings, especially
when not considering other cues.
In really frightening situations, the
amygdala evokes the "flight or fight"
response. Prefrontal regulation is then
simultaneously impaired. In the Stone
Age, fast subconscious reactions could
mean the difference between life and
death, for example, when attacked by a
foe.
Why do we often feel sad when
we watch other people suffer?
Research shows that the same brain
cells, or mirror neurons, are fired
when observing and experiencing
the emotion (or performing the
motoric activity) ourselves (Carrillo
et al., 2019). The consequence is that
we automatically tend to mimic
expressions and emotions. This is
the essential neural basis for human
empathy and the quote, "Smile and the
world smiles with you."
Patients with autism spectrum
conditions and psychiatric diseases
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show less activity in these core
brain regions, causing difficulties in
distinguishing between different facial
expressions and displaying empathy.
Facial appearance plays a prominent
role in the emotionally loaded process
of mate choice. “Beauty is in the eye of
the beholder” is an old saying. Research
shows that the subjects often assess a
morphed average image of individual
photos or a strict symmetric face as
more appealing. What was regarded
by our forebears as attractive probably
influenced how human faces changed
over time. Modern humans have much
flatter and more gracile facial features
compared to our distant ancestors.
According to some scientists, one cause
was a sexual preference for individuals
who preserved less protruding, juvenile
characteristics into adulthood (Jones et
al. 1995). This phenomenon is known as
neoteny (Figure 4).

So strong is our inherent
psychological attention to facial
patterns around us, due to high activity
in the FFA, that we find them even
where none exists (Liu et al., 2014). This
is referred to as pareidolia (Figure 5). For
example, some people claimed that a
photo of the surface of Mars displayed
a sizeable artificial structure shaped
like a face. However, another image with
fewer shadows revealed an ordinary
mountain top. Pareidolia may partly
explain why some humans believe in
and assert that they have seen ghosts,
elves, and trolls in the old days, and
extra-terrestrials nowadays. The reason
is that people interpret strange shapes
(in darkness) as human-like. Such
sensory distortions increase following
sleep deprivation, intoxication, illness,
or injury. We may not be aware of how
influential pareidolia is. For instance, as
to typical car design, the headlights can
be reminiscent of eyes and the grille of

a nose and mouth. Research shows that
the FFA gets stimulated in the brains of
auto experts (Sunday et al., 2018). Toys
often have facial features. Furthermore,
we often find animals with huge
forward-projecting eyes to be adorable,
probably because they resemble human
babies.
Emotions are vital. Notwithstanding,
without memory, there can be no facial
recognition. A widely cited case shows
why: A man, "H.M.," had brain surgery
performed at the age of 27 in 1953 for
epilepsy. Following the procedure,
which cured his epilepsy, he was not
able to form new memories. He forgot
persons he had just met. His life became
"like waking from a dream ... every day is
alone in itself..." (Corkin 2002). Humans
know and can recall, on average, 5000
faces (Jenkins et al., 2018). How accurate
and swift facial identification occurs is
related to the context and recollection
of prior visual information. A recently
acknowledged parietal memory network
is activated or deactivated based on
whether an object is a familiar or a novel
stimulus, which affects the speed of
recognition (Gilmore et al., 2015).
The problem is that memories are
more erratic than we perhaps would

like to think. They are slightly changed
every time we retrieve them. In
some cases, the consequences can be
dramatic. False memories are distorted
or altered recollections, sometimes
of events that never happened at all.
They can be very vivid and convincing
to those involved. In one study, the
researches manipulated a majority of
the participants falsely into believing
that they had previously committed a
violent crime (Shaw 2020). Faces can be
mixed up, in particular, when reinforced
by the cross-race effect (the outgroup
homogeneity effect). The cross-race
effect means that for native Europeans,
people of East Asian or African ancestry
can appear morphological alike, and
vice versa (Reggev et al., 2020). One
potential fallout is severe errors during
eyewitness recollections and line-ups
of suspects in criminal cases, which
may contribute to wrongful convictions
(Shaw 2020).
Perhaps technology can compensate
for human weaknesses? Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.) face recognition
systems use algorithms and training
to determine a persons' identity
from images or videos. A.I. has many
potential applications. However, if only

one parameter is wrong, it can make
mistakes.
Finally, let us return to Mona Lisa.
What is the answer to the century-old
question, what kind of emotion does
she show? A recent study resolved the
mystery. Almost 100 % of the human
subjects perceived her as happy (Liaci
et al., 2017). This superb analytical
ability is still far beyond the capacity of
computers.
n
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Figure 5: Pareidolia.
Rubin's vase is a
famous example of
a so-called bi-stable
two-dimensional form.
Many will alternatively
see it as two opposed
faces. Illustration: Atle
Østern
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Ragnhild Wivestad Jansson

Diabetic retinopathy in
Western Norway and
early markers of
disease progression
RAGNHILD WIVESTAD JANSSON, CONSULTANT OPHTHALMOLOGIST AT THE DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY,
HAUKELAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, BERGEN, DEFENDED HER DOCTORAL THESIS ON SEPTEMBER 19TH, 2019

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the most
common diabetes complication. The
disease is classified according to the
presence and severity of specific
microvascular retinal changes.
Despite new treatment options and
technological advances, the burden
of DR is expected to increase. It is
important to establish efficient and
safe screening protocols for early
detection of sight threatening DR and

diabetic macular oedema (DMO), since
timely treatment can reduce visual
impairment and blindness. The purpose
of this thesis was to describe the
epidemiology of diabetic retinopathy
(DR) in type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM1) in
Norway and to identify early markers of
severe retinopathy.
A randomly selected group of 237
patients with DM1 in Western Norway
underwent general and ophthalmologic

examinations including fundus
photography for grading of DR and
DMO, spectral domain optical coherence
tomography (OCT) for retinal thickness
measurements, and assessment of
health-related quality of life (HRQoL).
One hundred and fifty-one of these
patients underwent additional light
adapted full-field electroretinography
(ERG) for an objective measurement
of general retinal function. More than

Figure 1: Unfiltered retinal
(A) and optic disc (B) chart
showing the location and
distribution of new vessels
elsewhere (NVE) and new
vessels on the optic disc (NVD),
respectively, in the 174 eyes.
The areas with the highest
number of overlapping lesions
are indicated in dark red.
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half of the DM1 patients (61 %) had DR,
showing predominantly mild changes,
but 13 % had sight-threatening PDR, and
8 % had DMO. The majority of patients
had a best-corrected visual acuity
better than driving vision, and none
of the study participants were blind.
HbA1c and diabetes duration were the
strongest predictors of retinopathy
severity, yet only 16% of the patients had
a current HbA1c below 53 mmol/mol
(7%). The patients’ HRQoL deteriorated
with increasing severity of diabetes,
and the general health score among the
DM1 patients was significantly lower
than in the general population. For all
ERG-measurements, the amplitude
decreased and the latencies increased
with progression of DR, while mean
retinal thickness revealed no association
with severity of retinopathy.
Fundus photographs of all type 1
and type 2 diabetes patients diagnosed
with proliferative diabetic retinopathy
(PDR) over a decade, were evaluated. A

total of 174 eyes with early PDR were
analysed regarding the size and location
of new vessels elsewhere (NVE) and
new vessels on the optic disc (NVD)
(Figure 1). The data were converted into
two-dimensional retinal and optic disc
charts, merged and displayed as colourcoded contour maps, and analysed
in relation to diabetes type, diabetes
duration, and recent screening interval.
The majority of NVE lesions were
located in the nasal fundus hemisphere,
essentially inferonasal to the optic disc
and along the superior vascular arcades.
The NVD showed a predilection for
the upper temporal disc rim. Presence
of NVD was indicative of more severe
disease.
This thesis provides updated
information on the prevalence and
severity of DR among Norwegian DM1
patients, which may have implications
for diabetes management and future
screening programs, and may aid early
detection and timely treatment of PDR.

Take home messages of the thesis:
1) The prevalence of DR among
DM1 patients is largely within the
range of previous reports, but
the retinopathy is generally milder
and develops after longer disease
duration. Diabetes duration
and HbA1C are the strongest
predictors of retinopathy severity.
It is important to address
metabolic control at
ophthalmologic visits.
2) Photopic 30 Hz flicker ERG
latencies correspond with severity
of retinopathy and may be a
future tool for assessment of DR
severity. OCT is important for the
evaluation of DMO, but mean
retinal thickness does not reflect
DR severity.
3) NVE has a predilection for the
nasal half of the fundus (Figure 1).
The presence of NVD indicates
a more advanced stage of the
disease, and NVD is most often
located in the upper temporal
quadrant of the optic disc rim.
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Leif Hynnekleiv

Young
Ophthalmologists
of Norway
LEIF HYNNEKLEIV, OPHTHALMOLOGY DEPARTMENT, BERGEN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
ELISABETH ROMUNDSTAD, OPHTHALMOLOGY DEPARTMENT, ÅLESUND HOSPITAL
ØYVIND MATTSSON, OPHTHALMOLOGY DEPARTMENT, ELVERUM HOSPITAL

As part of the Norwegian Medical Association's agenda to strengthen
the academic-political axis, the Norwegian Ophthalmological Society
reached out to young ophthalmologists to request the formation of
an academic committee. In February 2019, the Academic Committee
for Young Ophthalmologists of Norway, FUYO (Fagutvalg for Yngre
Oftalmologer), was formed by three eager souls: Elisabeth Romundstad
at Ålesund Hospital, Øyvind Mattsson at Elverum Hospital, and Leif
Hynnekleiv at Bergen University Hospital.
Apart from a few formal tasks, the
committee was given freedom to define
its own mission and activities. We
quickly agreed that we would focus on
improving the quality of training for
ophthalmologists nationwide. We also
saw an opportunity to help develop
bonds and cooperation among young
ophthalmologists across the country.
To achieve this, we created a
mailing list with help from the
Norwegian Medical Association and
collected data through anonymous
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questionnaires to get an impression of
the ophthalmological landscape and
help select the most important issues.
One of the highly requested matters was
the confusion related to the new system
of specialization in Norway. There
was particular frustration directed
at the lack of information regarding
the requirements for completing
specialization. To solve this we held
a lengthy mail correspondence with
the Norwegian Directorate of Health.
Through this interaction we were able to

answer countless questions, for example
how research can be included as part
of specialization, or how you might use
your experience from abroad to count
towards your specialization. We are
still receiving emails about these issues
from concerned doctors and attempting
to answer them through the still
ongoing dialogue with the Directorate
of Health. With the gathered knowledge
gained from these correspondences,
we have sent out information emails
to all ophthalmologists in training

Figure 1. Front page of www.fuyo.no

with summaries of our current
understanding of the new system.
An important aspect of our work
is to be available for questions with
effective communication and to help
in a timely manner. With the help
from webmaster and ophthalmologist
in training at Moss Hospital, Thomas
Nyberg, we built a website, www.fuyo.
no (Figure 1). We also established a
daily checked inbox, post@fuyo.no.
Thus we have achieved a dialogue with
our fellow ophthalmologists and have
a place to post news and important
updates like announcements of
upcoming courses, as well as provide
links and access to helpful websites and
resources for ongoing education and
training. Thomas has recently officially
joined our mission and is FUYO’s newest
member.
One of FUYO's official roles is to select
representatives for the specialization
committee of ophthalmologists
(Spesialitetskomiteen), and
representatives for the national
medical advisory board (Faglandsrådet).
Currently Leif Hynnekleiv, chair of
FUYO, fills these positions. Through
these channels, young ophthalmologists
have a voice in the Norwegian Medical
Association to influence academic
and medical issues on a national
level. Elisabeth Romundstad of FUYO
represents young ophthalmologists
of Norway at the international scene.
She attended the general assembly for

young ophthalmologists in Europe at
the European Society of Ophthalmology
conference in 2019 in Nice, France
(Figure 2 and 3).
Upon request from the Norwegian
Ophthalmological Society, FUYO
helped in the organization of the Fall
Meeting of 2019, an annual three-day
national ophthalmology conference
where ophthalmologists from across
the country share their research and
ideas. This conference also provides a
forum for the industry to present the
latest technology and treatments. The
Fall Meeting of 2019 had the largest
turnout of young ophthalmologists in
the conference’s history.

Figure 2. Elisabeth Romundstad in FUYO (left), and Henrik Vilhelm Dybdahl (right) at the general
assembly for young ophthalmologists in Europe at the European Society of Ophthalmology (SOE)
conference in 2019 in Nice, France
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SOE YO Community at the SOE Congress

Elisabeth
Romundstad

Figure 3. National representatives of Young Ophthalmologist in Europe, including Elisabeth Romundstad representing Norway
at SOE 2019, Nice, France.

Table 1. The Norwegian Ophthalmological Society Fall Meeting – November 6, 2020, 13:00-15:30

Topic:

Lecturer:

1. Holistic approach to diabetic retinopathy

Alietha Vorren, Ålesund Hospital

2. Pediatric uveitis

Anne Regine Skogen, Oslo University Hospital

3. AION vs. NAION

Øystein Kalsnes Jørstad, Oslo University Hospital

4. Herpes uveitis

Noopur Kumar, Trondheim University Hospital

5. The glymphatic system

Alexander Thrane, Orbita/Volvat Bergen

6. Toric IOL

Andreas Thorsrud, Oslo University Hospital

7. Evidence-based treatment of dry eye disease

Tor Paaske Utheim, The Norwegian Dry Eye Clinic

8. Acute management of perforating trauma

Pål Varhaug, Bergen University Hospital

This year has brought obvious
challenges for our work, and concerns
about the continued education of our
young eye doctors due to COVID-19.
Sadly, we have received several reports
from across the country of a reduction
of time for, and quality of, hospital
teachings. Moreover, the 2020 Fall
Meeting was canceled, like many
other conferences and courses. In the
spirit of continued education, FUYO,
with support from the Norwegian
Ophthalmological Society organized
a webinar the 6th of November, free
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of charge. This web-based fall meeting
(“NettHøstmøte”) featured 8 lectures
from highly respected and experienced
ophthalmologists in a variety of
sub-specialties from across the
country. Ophthalmology departments
everywhere made the right decision
to prioritize this seminar and set aside
time for their doctors to attend. The
turnout was excellent, with over 200
participants. The program is shown in
Table 1.
We believe that the situation now
for ophthalmologists in training is

a little bit better than at the start of
2019, when FUYO was formed. Young
ophthalmologists in Norway are now
organized, have a new voice in the
politics of medicine in Norway, a place
to get answers for pressing matters
regarding specialization and education,
and a website that provides useful
information and news for our specialty.
We intend to continue improving
the services we offer and are always
available for questions and input
through our email: post@fuyo.no n
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